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PREFACE 
 
The theory of ordered random variables received a tremendous attention from 
many researchers during the past century.  This theory deals with the properties 
and applications of ordered random variables and functions involving them. 
There are several models of ordered random variables such as order statistics, 
record values, sequential order statistics, progressively Type-II censored order 
statistics and generalized order statistics with interesting applications in many 
fields of statistical science. 
The independent and identically distributed random variables, when put in 
ascending order magnitude are called order statistics.  Order statistics appear in 
several areas of studies such as detection of outlier, robustness, quality control, 
reliability analysis and so on.  Further it is also involved in statistical 
modelling, statistical inferences, decision procedures, nonparametric statistics, 
among others.  The distribution theory of order statistics has been widely 
described in several monographs written by outstanding statisticians and there 
are numerous papers devoted to the theory of order statistics and its 
applications [See Arnold et al. (1992), David and Nagaraja (2003].  
Chandler (1952) introduced the record values and documented many of the 
basic properties of records.  An observation is called a record if its value is 
greater than (or less than) all the previous observations.  Record values have 
found important applications in many fields of studies including sports, 
science, engineering, medicine, climatology, traffic, industry, among others.  
For more detail survey on this topic one may refer to the books by Arnold et al. 
(1998), Nevzorov (2001), Ahsanullah (1995) and references therein. 
The progressively Type-II censored order statistics is an interesting 
generalization of order statistics, which is very useful in reliability and lifetime 
studies.  Several fundamental results in this interesting and attractive topic are 
available in the books by Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000) and 
Balakrishnan and Cramer (2014). 
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Kamps (1995) introduced the model of generalized order statistics and shown 
that several well known models of ascending ordered random variables are 
contained in this model of generalized order statistics in the distributional and 
theoretical sense [Bairamov, 2007]. 
Although, generalized order statistics contain many useful models of ascending 
order random variables.   However, the random variables that are in descending 
order cannot be integrated into this framework. Burkschat et al. (2003) 
introduced the concept of the dual generalized order statistics that enables a 
common approach to study the descending order random variables like reverse 
order statistics and lower record values. 
During the past centuries, order statistics and related general models of ordered 
random variables have played immense role in problem of deriving the 
recurrence relations and identities for single and product moments for some 
specific as well as general classes of distributions.  These moments are widely 
used in statistical inference.  Further, these models have also been utilized in 
the characterization problems.  A vast literature reviews have been given in the 
subsequent chapters. 
Recurrence relations and identities are important in their own right because 
they express the higher order moments in terms of the lower order moments 
and hence make the evaluation of higher order moments easy as well as reduce 
the time and labour. 
The only method that enables the determination of a probability distribution 
exactly is a characterization theorem and therefore the study of such theorems 
has emerged as an important area of mathematical statistics. The 
characterization of probability distributions is mainly useful in the area of 
goodness of fit tests, which is helpful in the construction of statistical tests. 
In this thesis, properties of ordered random variables are utilized to obtain the 
recurrence relations satisfied by the single and the product moments of ordered 
random variables from truncated and non-truncated continuous distributions.  
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Further, we have also exploited the conditional expectation of ordered random 
variables to characterize some general classes of distributions. 
The thesis entitled “Properties of Ordered Random Schemes” is based on 
seven chapters, which are described as below: 
Chapter I is introductory in nature and deals with the basic concepts and 
results needed in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter II is based on recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from the doubly truncated 
Weibull distribution.  
Chapter III contains the results based on recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
Lindley distribution.   Further, computational algorithm to compute moments is 
also given. 
Chapter IV contains the results on recurrence relations for the moments of 
generalized order statistics when the continuous distribution function )(xF  and 
the probability density function )(xf  are functionally related as  
,)](1[)( cb xFxaxf −= ),( βα∈x  
where ,a b  and c  are integers.  Results for various distributions are given by 
properly choosing the parameters ba, and c . 
Chapter V deals with the characterization of a general form of distribution 
,)()( bxahxF += ),( βα∈x  through conditional expectation of thp −  power 
of difference of functions of two order statistics, conditioned on a pair of non-
adjacent order statistics. Examples of various distributions are given by 
properly choosing ba,  and )(xh . 
Chapter VI embodies the characterization of family of continuous 
distributions of the form ,1)( )(xahexF −−= ),( βα∈x  through conditional 
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expectation of thp −  power of difference of functions of two upper record 
values, conditioned on a pair of non-adjacent record values.   
Chapter VII contains the characterization of some general form of continuous 
probability distributions based on generalized and dual generalized order 
statistics when conditioning is not adjacent.  Further, deductions for order 
statistics and record values are also discussed and several examples are listed. 
At the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which has been referred in 
the thesis. 
     CHAPTER I  
PRELIMINARIES 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Models of ordered random variables are important and are widely used in 
statistical theory and its applications.  These models are order statistics, record 
values, progressively censored order statistics and generalized order statistics 
with different interpretations and have found interesting applications in many 
fields including reliability theory, survival analysis, financial economics etc. 
In this chapter a brief review of the concepts and results used in subsequent 
chapters have been presented. 
2. ORDER STATISTICS 
The term “Order statistics” was first used by Wilks (1942).  The extensive role 
of order statistics in several areas of statistical inference has made it imperative 
and useful to gather these results and present them in varied manner to suit 
diverse interests.  Order statistics deals with the properties and applications of 
ordered random variables and of functions involving them.   It utilizes the rank 
or order of an observation as well as its magnitude and combines the 
techniques of conventional statistics (which consider the magnitude of the 
observation) with those of rank order statistics (which consider only the 
relative rank whether or not the original observations were measured on an 
ordinal scale). 
Asymptotic theory of extremes and related developments of order statistics are 
well described in an applausive work of Galambos (1987).  David and Nagaraja 
(2003) is the basic book on order statistics dealing in detail with its different 
aspects. One may also refer to Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Arnold and 
Balakrishnan (1989), Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991) and Arnold et al. (1992) 
for an elaborate reviews and developments of order statistics. 
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2.1  Definition 
Let nXXX ,,, 21   be a random sample of size n  from a continuous population 
having probability density function (pdf) )(xf and distribution function (df) 
)(xF . If these are arranged in ascending order of magnitude such that 
≤≤ nn XX :2:1 ,:: nnnr XX ≤≤≤  then nnnn XXX ::2:1 ,,,   are collectively 
called the order statistics of the sample of size n  and ),,2,1(: nrX nr =  is 
called the thr −  order statistic of the sample.  Here =nX :1 ),,,(min 21 nXXX   
and =nnX : ),,,(max 21 nXXX   are called extreme order statistics or the 
smallest and the largest order statistics respectively. 
2.2  Applications 
Order statistics play a vital role in the study of many natural problems related 
to flood, breaking strength, atmospheric temperature, atmospheric pressure, 
wind etc. 
Order statistics can also be applied in instances in which short-cut or time-saving 
devices are appropriate for problems of estimation and/or tests of significance. 
For example, use of the median to estimate central tendency, use of the range to 
estimate dispersion, or an entire short-cut analysis of variance as suggested by 
Hartley (1942). 
Order statistics and functions of order statistics play a very important role in 
statistical theory and methodology.  There are many cases in which methods 
based on order statistics are the most efficient.  In other cases, they are used 
because of their simplicity or their robustness, even at the cost of some loss of 
efficiency.  For example, the sample mean and standard deviation provide 
efficient estimators of the corresponding population parameters under the 
assumption of normality, but the sample range is simpler to use than the sample 
median in statistical quality control, and the sample median furnish more robust 
estimators when the population may have longer tails than the normal.  Extreme 
(largest and smallest) values are important in hydrology (floods and droughts), 
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aeronautics (gust loads), oceanography (waves and tides), material strength 
(“weakest link” theory) and meteorology, duration of life on humans, other 
organisms and devices of various kinds.  Order statistics occur naturally in life 
testing [Wilks (1948); Greenberg and Sarhan (1958)]. 
Besides the above applications of order statistics and other related statistics have 
also involved in statistical modeling, inferences, decision procedures, study of 
the reliability systems, robustness studies, statistical quality control, filtering 
theory, signal processing, image processing and radar target detection. 
2.3  Distribution of order statistics 
In this section, we will describe the basic distribution theory of order statistics 
for continuous population. 
The pdf  of nrX : , nr ≤≤1  the thr −  order statistic is given by [David and 
Nagaraja (2003)] 
)()](1[)]([
!)(!)1(
!)( 1: xfxFxFrnr
nxf rnrnr
−− −
−−
= , ∞<<∞− x .       (2.1) 
The spdf '  of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
∞<<∞−−= − xxfxFnxf nn ,)()](1[)(
1
:1 ,                         (2.2) 
∞<<∞−= − xxfxFnxf nnn ,)()]([)(
1
: .                         (2.3) 
The thk −  moment of nrX :  is defined as 
 ∫
∞
∞−
== dxxfxXE nr
kk
nr
k
nr )(][ ::
)(
:µ                                  (2.4) 
and the joint pdf of nrX :  and nsX : , nsr ≤<≤1  is given by 
11
:, )]()([)]([!)(!)1(!)1(
!),( −−− −
−−−−
= rsrnsr xFyFxFsnrsr
nyxf
 
        ,)()()](1[ yfxfyF sn−−×   yx < .             (2.5) 
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The thj −  and the thk −  product moment of nrX :  and nsX : , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
given as 
dydxyxfyxXXE nsr
k
yx
jk
ns
j
nr
kj
nsr ),(][ :,::
),(
:, ∫∫
∞<<<∞−
==µ .                 (2.6) 
The joint pdf of nrX : , niX :  and nsX : , nsir ≤<<≤1  is given by 
=),,(:,, ytxf nsir
11 )]()([)]([
)!()!1()!1()!1(
! −−− −
−−−−−−
rir xFtFxF
snisrir
n  
         )()()()](1[)]()([ 1 yftfxfyFtFyF snis −−− −−× , 
                     ytx << .     (2.7) 
In general, the joint pdf  of ninini kXXX ::: ...,,, 21  for niii k ≤<<<≤ 211  is 
given by 
)...,,,( ::::...,,, 2121 ninininiii kk xxxf ∏∏
= +
−−
= 







−−
−






=
+
+
k
j jj
ii
iik
j
i ii
xFxF
xfn
jj
jj
j
0 1
1
1 !)1(
)]()([
)(!
1
1 , 
kiii xxx <<< 21        (2.8) 
where 1,0,, 1010 +==+∞=−∞= ++ niixx kk . 
Properties: 
1. The ranking of random variables nXXX ,,, 21   is preserved under any 
monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
2. Regarding the probability integral transformation, if nrX nr ≤≤1,: , is the 
order statistic from a continuous distribution function (df) )(xF , then the 
transformation )( :: nrnr XFU =  produces a random variable which is the 
thr −  order statistic from a uniform distribution on )1,0(U . 
3. Even if nXXX ,,, 21   are independent random variables, order statistics 
are not independent random variables. 
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4. Let nXXX ,,, 21   be independent and identically distributed (iid) random 
variables from a continuous distribution, then, the set of order 
statistics },,,{ ::2:1 nnnn XXX   is both sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 
1986). 
5. Let X  be a continuous random variable with nrnrXE :: ][ µ= , 
a) If )(XE=µ  exits then nr:µ  exists, but converse is not necessarily true.  
That is, nr:µ  may exist for certain (but not all) values of ,r  even though 
µ  may not exist. 
b) nr:µ  for all n  determine the distribution completely. 
2.4  Truncated and conditional distribution 
Let X  be a continuous random variable having the pdf )(xf  and the df )(xF  
in the interval ],[ ∞−∞ . 
Let   ∫ ∞− =
1 )(Q Qdxxf  and ∫ ∞− =
1 )(P Pdxxf ,                        (2.9) 
where 1Q  and 1P  are known constants.  Then doubly truncated pdf  of X  is 
given by 
 ),(,)( 11 PQxQP
xf
∈
−
                            (2.10) 
and the corresponding df  is given by 
),(,)( 11 PQxQP
QxF
∈
−
− .                               (2.11) 
The lower and upper truncation points are 11, PQ  respectively; the degrees of 
truncation are Q  (from below) and P−1  (from above).  If we put 0=Q , the 
distribution will be truncated to the right.  Similarly, for 1=P , the distribution 
will be truncated to the left.  Whereas for 1,0 == PQ  we get the non-truncated 
distribution. Truncated distributions are useful in finding the conditional 
distributions of order statistics. 
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2.5  Some important results 
Result 1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): The conditional distribution of nsX :  
given xX nr =:  for sr < , is same as the distribution of the thrs −− )(  order 
statistic obtained from a sample of size )( rn −  from a population whose 
distribution is truncated on the left at x  , that is 
 )|(| xyf rs ,)()](1[
)](1[)]()([
)!()!1(
)!( 1 yf
xF
yFxFyF
snrs
rn
rn
snrs
−
−−−
−
−−
−−−
−
= yx ≤  
      .)(1
)(
)(1
)()(1
)(1
)()(
)!()!1(
)!(
1
xF
yf
xF
xFyF
xF
xFyF
snrs
rn
snrs
−




−
−
−





−
−
−−−
−
=
−−−
 
(2.12) 
Result 2 (David and Nagaraja, 2003):  The conditional distribution of nrX :  
given yX ns =:  for sr < , is same as the distribution of the thr −  order statistic 
obtained from a sample of size )1( −s  from a population whose distribution is 
truncated on the right at y , is given as 
 )|(| yxf sr  ),()]([
)]()([)]([
)!1()!1(
)!1(
1
11
xf
yF
xFyFxF
rsr
s
s
rsr
−
−−− −
−−−
−
=  yx ≤  
    .
)(
)(
)(
)(1
)(
)(
)!1()!1(
)!1(
11
yF
xf
yF
xF
yF
xF
rsr
s
rsr −−−






−





−−−
−
=       (2.13) 
Result 3 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): The conditional pdf of niX :  given  
xX nr =:  and yX ns =:  for  nsir ≤<<≤1  is 
 ),|(,| yxtf sri  )()]()([
)]()([)]()([
)!1()!1(
)!1(
1
11
tf
xFyF
tFyFxFtF
isri
rs
rs
isri
−−
−−−−
−
−−
−−−−
−−
=   
     
1
)()(
)()(
)!1()!1(
)!1(
−−






−
−
−−−−
−−
=
ri
xFyF
xFtF
isri
rs
 
    )()(
)(
)()(
)()(1
1
xFyF
tf
xFyF
xFtF
is
−




−
−
−×
−−
,  ,ytx <<    (2.14)
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which is the distribution of the thri −− )(  order statistics in a sample of size  
)1( −− rs  drawn from 
)()(
)(
xFyF
tf
−
 )( ytx << , i.e. from the parent population 
truncated on the left at  x  and on the right at y . 
Result 4: Order statistics in a sample from a continuous distribution form a 
Markov chain, that is 
),,,,,,|( :::1:1: nnnsnsrnrnnk xXxXxXxXXf ====   
skrxXxXXf snsrnrnk <<=== ),,|( ::: . 
Therefore, conditioning on more than two order statistics is unnecessary in 
view of Markovian property of order statistics from continuous random 
variables. 
3. PROGRESSIVELY TYPE-II CENSORED ORDER STATISTICS 
There are many practical situations in life testing and reliability experiments in 
which items are lost or eliminated from experimentation before failure.  Life 
tests and reliability experiments are usually conducted to obtain information 
regarding the quality of a product.  Such experiments are usually much time 
consuming and due to which these are expensive.  Further, in some situations it 
is neither possible and nor desirable to use complete sample.  Therefore in such 
situations sample is made to censored and only a portion of sample of 
individuals is studied.  A sample is said to be censored if out of n  items placed 
on a life-test, only )( nm <  of them are actually observed to fail. 
Censoring arises in various ways in the areas such as reliability and survival 
analysis and is unavoidable [cf. Meeker and Escobar (1998) and Lawless 
(2003)].  Censoring is a statistical tool which helps us to reduce the sample size 
and save the time of collecting sample which is used to estimate the population 
parameter. 
There are several types of censoring schemes, in which Type-I and Type-II 
censoring schemes are the two well known censoring schemes. In Type-I 
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censoring scheme, the duration of the life test is fixed and the number of 
failures is random, while in Type-II censoring scheme, the duration of the life 
test is random and the number of failures is fixed.  The progressive Type-II 
censored sampling scheme is the natural extension of Type-II censoring 
scheme and is used when the loss or removal of units before failures may be 
unavoidable. Usually in this scheme the randomly selected and removed units 
are all predetermined.  However, in some practical situations the number of 
removal units may occur at random. 
Progressive Type-II censored samples have been considered previously by 
Herd (1956, 1957, 1960), Roberts (1962a, 1962b), Cohen (1963), among 
others.   Later Cohen (1991), Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991) and Balakrishnan 
and Aggarwala (2000) have summarized all these developments. 
3.1  Definition and distribution 
Consider an experiment in which n  independent and identical items are put on 
life-test with continuous identically distributed failure times.  A censoring 
schemes of iR ’s is a set of prefixed integers such that at the time of the first 
failure, 1R  surviving items are removed from the experiment at random from 
the remaining  1−n  surviving items.  At the time of second observed failure, 
2R  surviving items are removed from the experiment at random from the 
remaining 12 Rn −−  surviving items.  The process continuous until the −m th 
failure time at which, all the remaining ∑ −=−−=
1
1
m
i im RmnR surviving items 
are removed from the experiment.  We shall denote the m  ordered observed 
failure times by R nmm
R
nm XX
~
::
~
::1 ,, , and call them the progressively Type-II right 
censored order statistics of size m  from a sample of size n  with progressive 
censoring scheme ),,,(~ 21 mRRRR = , nm ≤ . If the failure times of the n  
items originally on test are from continuous population with the df )(xF  and 
the pdf )(xf , then the joint pdf of 
R
nmm
R
nm XX
~
::
~
::1 ,,  is given by [Balakrishnan 
and Sandhu (1995), Balakrishnan et al. (2001) and Balakrishnan (2007)]. 
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),,( 1
,,
~
::
~
::1
m
XX xxf
R
nmm
R
nm  jRjj
m
j
xFxfmnc )](1)[()1,(
1
−−= ∏
=
, 
,21 ∞<<<<<∞− mxxx       (3.1) 
where, 
,
1
∑
=
+=
m
j
jRmn  ,, Nmn ∈  ,0NR j =  ,1 mj ≤≤  ),,,(
~
21 mRRRR = , 
and 
∏∏ ∑
==
−
=
=





+−−=−
m
j
j
m
j
j
i
i RjRnmnc
1
*
1
1
1
1)1,(            (3.2) 
with )1(* ∑
=
+=
m
jk
kj RR .  Observe that nR =
*
1 . 
The model of ordinary order statistics is contained in the above set up by 
choosing )0,,0(~ =R  (i.e. nm = ) as censoring schemes, where no 
withdrawals are made. 
3.2  Applications 
The progressive Type-II censored sampling scheme is a versatile censoring 
scheme because it allows for items to be removed before the termination of the 
experiment to save time and cost of the life-testing experiment.  Further, this 
scheme is especially useful when life tests involve expensive items. 
The progressively Type-II censored order statistics is an interesting 
generalization of order statistics, which is quite useful in reliability and lifetime 
studies.  For an overview of various developments concerning the distributional 
properties and the possible applications of progressively Type-II censored 
order statistics, one may refer to books by Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000), 
Balakrishnan and Cramer (2014) and review article by Balakrishnan (2007). 
4. RECORD VALUES AND RECORD TIMES 
The concept of record values was first given by Chandler (1952).  Record 
values are defined as a model of successive extremes in a sequence of iid 
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random variables [cf. Glick (1978)].  In other words, record values are simply 
referred to as the smallest (largest) observation among all the previously 
recorded values.  The theory of record values depends largely on the theory of 
order statistics and is especially closely connected to extreme order statistics. 
For major developments on theory, methods and applications of record values 
one may refer to Nagaraja (1988a), Ahsanullah (1995), Arnold et al. (1998) 
and Nevzorov (2001). 
4.1  Definition 
Suppose that nXXX ,,, 21   is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with the df )(xF  and the pdf )(xf .  Let =nY  
max(min){ }nXXX ,,, 21   for .1≥n   We say jX  
,}1,{ ≥nX n
is an upper (lower) record 
values of  if .1,)( 1 ><> − jYY jj  By definition 1X  is an upper as 
well as lower record value.  One can transform the upper record values to lower 
record values by replacing the original sequence of }1,{ ≥jX j  by }1,{ ≥− jX j  
or (if 1)0( =>iXP  for all i  ) by 






≥ 1,1 i
X i
, the lower record value of this 
sequence will correspond to the upper record values of the original sequence 
[Ahsanullah (1995)]. 
The indices at which the upper record values occur are given by the record 
times }0),({ >nnU . That is )(nUX is the thn −  upper record value, where 
}1,),1(|min{)( )1( >>−>= − nXXnUjjnU nUj  and 1)1( =U .  The distribution 
of 1),( ≥nnU  does not depend on F .  Further, we will denote )(nL  as the 
indices where the lower record values occur.  By assumption 1)1()1( == LU . 
The distribution of )(nL  also does not depend on F . 
4.2  Applications 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in many 
statistical applications.  Often we are interested in observing new records and 
in recoding them, for example, Olympic records or world records in sports. 
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Record values arise naturally in many fields of studies such as Industrial stress 
testing, engineering, meteorological analysis, oil and mining surveys, sports, 
science, medicine, climatology, traffic, industry and so on.  Further, it is of 
interest to note that there are many situations in which only records are 
observed, such as, in meteorology, hydrology, seismology and mining. 
Records are very important when observations are difficult to obtain or when 
observations are being destroyed when subjected to an experimental test.  It 
may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance claims in 
non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest temperatures. In 
reliability theory, order statistics and record values are used for statistical 
modeling. 
4.3  Distribution of record values 
Let )()( xF rU  be the df of )(rUX , 1≥r , then we have [Ahsanullah (1995)] 
)()( )()( xXPxF rUrU ≤= ,)!1(
)](ln[ 1dFu
r
uFx r
∫ ∞−
−
−
−
=   ∞<<∞− x       (4.1) 
where 1)(0,)(1)( <<−= xFxFxF  and ln''  is the natural logarithm. 
The )()( xfpdf rU  of )(rUX  is 
 ,)(
)!1(
)](ln[)(
1
)( xfr
xFxf
r
rU −
−
=
−
   ∞<<∞− x          
 
(4.2) 
and the joint pdf  of )(rUX  and )(sUX , sr <  is 
1
)(),( )](ln[)!1()!1(
1),( −−
−−−
= rsUrU xFrsr
yxf  
         .),(
)(
)()](ln)(ln[ 1 yxyf
xF
xfxFyF rs <+−× −−      (4.3) 
Similarly, the joint pdf of ,)(rUX )(iUX   and sirX sU <<≤1,)(    is given by  
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1
)(),(),( )](ln[)!1()!1()!1(
1),,( −−
−−−−−
= rsUiUrU xFisrir
ytxf  
             11 )](ln)(ln[)](ln)(ln[ −−−− +−+−× isri tFyFxFtF  
  .),(
)(
)(
)(
)( ytxyf
tF
tf
xF
xf
<<×             (4.4) 
Thus, the conditional pdf of )(sUX given xX rU =)(  is 
yx
xF
yf
rs
xFyFxyf
rs
rUsU <−−
+−
=
−−
,
)(
)(
)!1(
)](ln)(ln[)|(
1
)(|)(           (4.5) 
and the conditional pdf of )(iUX  given xX rU =)(  and yX sU =)(  is 
1
1
)(),(|)( )](ln)(ln[
)](ln)(ln[
)!1()!1(
)!1(),|(
−−
−−
+−
+−
−−−−
−−
= rs
ri
sUrUiU xFyF
xFtF
isri
rsyxtf  
                ,
)(
)()](ln)(ln[ 1
tF
tftFyF is −−+−×   ytx << .      (4.6) 
The pdf of the thr −  lower record value )(rLX can be obtained by replacing 
‘ )(ln xF− ’ with ‘ )(ln xF− ’, 1)(0 << xF  in the pdf of thr −  upper record 
value )(rUX .  Therefore, 
 ,)(
)!1(
)](ln[)(
1
)( xfr
xFxf
r
rL −
−
=
−
  ∞<<∞− x          
 
    (4.7) 
and the  joint pdf  of )(rLX  and )(sLX  is 
1
)(),( )](ln[)!1()!1(
1),( −−
−−−
= rsLrL xFrsr
yxf  
         .),(
)(
)()](ln)(ln[ 1 yxyf
xF
xfxFyF rs >+−× −−       (4.8) 
The conditional pdf of )(sLX  given xX rL =)(  is  
yx
xF
yf
rs
xFyFxyf
rs
rLsL >−−
+−
=
−−
,
)(
)(
)!1(
)](ln)(ln[)|(
1
)(|)(           (4.9)  
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4.4  k -Records 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as ‘outlier’ and hence 
second or third largest values are of special interest, then the thk −  record 
values proposed by Dziubdziela and Kopociński (1976) is adequate.   Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let }1,{ ≥nX n  be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with a continuous df )(xF  and the pdf ).(xf Let k  be a 
positive integer. 
Then the random variables )()( rU k is given by [Kamps (1995)] 
1)1()( =kU  
NnXXnUjnU knUnUkjj
kk
kk ∈>>=+ −+−+ },);(min{)1( 1)(),(1,
)()(
)()(  
are called thk −  record times and the quantities ,1)(),()( )()()( −+= knUnUnU kkk XX  
Nn∈  are called thk −  record values or k - records. 
We can obtain ordinary record values at 1=k . 
The joint density of the −k records )()1( )()( ,, rUU kk XX   is given as 
),()](1[
)(1
)(),,( 1
1
1
1,,
)()()1()(
r
k
r
r
i i
ir
rXX xfxFxF
xfkxxf
rkUkU
−
−
=
−





−
= ∏  
 .1 rxx <<       (4.10) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given by 
)()](1[)](ln[
)!1(
)( 11
)()(
xfxFxF
r
kxf kr
r
X
rkU
−− −−
−
=           (4.11) 
and 
j
r
j
k
X xFkj
xFxF
rkU
)}](ln{[
!
1)](1[1)(
1
0)(
)(
−−−= ∑
−
=
.        (4.12) 
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5. GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
The model of generalized order statistics (gos) have been introduced and 
extensively studied by Kamps (1995).  The use of such model has been steadily 
growing along the years. This is due to the fact that such model includes 
several important well known models of ascending ordered random variables 
that have been separately treated in statistical literature.  Order statistics, upper 
record values, sequential order statistics, progressively Type-II censored order 
statistics can be discussed as special case of generalized order statistics. 
For the developments about the theory and applications of generalized order 
statistics one may also refer to Kamps and Cramer (2001), Cramer and Kamps 
(2003), Athar and Islam (2004), Barakat (2007), Barakat et al. (2011), Barakat 
and El-Adll (2012) and references therein. 
5.1  Definition and distribution 
Let nXXX ,,, 21   be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with absolutely continuous distribution function (df) )(xF  
and probability density function (pdf) .),(),( βα∈xxf  
Let Nn∈ , 2≥n , 0>k , 1121 ),,,(~
−
− ℜ∈=
n
nmmmm   and ∑ −==
1n
rj jr mM be 
the parameters such that 0>+−+= rr Mrnkγ  for all }.1,,2,1{ −∈ nr   Then 
),,~,,( kmnrX nr ,,2,1 =  are called gos if their joint pdf is given by [Kamps 
(1995)] 
),,,( 21),~,,(,),,~,,1( nkmnnXkmnX xxxf   
)()](1[)()](1[ 1
1
1
1
1
n
k
n
n
i
i
m
i
n
j
j xfxFxfxFk i
−
−
=
−
=
−





−







= ∏∏γ            (5.1) 
on the cone )1()0( 121
1 −− <≤≤≤<+ FxxxF n  of 
nℜ . 
In view of (5.1), when ;mmi = ,1,,2,1 −= ni   the pdf of thr −  gos 
),,,( kmnrX  is given by [Kamps (1995)] 
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))(()()]([
)!1(
)( 111),,,( xFgxfxFr
Cxf rmrkmnrX r
−−−
−
= γ ,  βα ≤≤ x            (5.2) 
and the joint pdf of ),,,( kmnrX  and ),,,( kmnsX , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
),(),,,(,),,,( yxf kmnsXkmnrX ))(()()]([)!1()!1(
11 xFgxfxF
rsr
C r
m
ms −−
−−−
=     
   ,)()]([))](())(([
11 yfyFxFhyFh srsmm
−−−−× γ  
                     βα ≤<≤ yx    (5.3) 
where )(1)( xFxF −=  
∏
=
− +−+==
r
i
iir minkC
1
1 )1)((, γγ  




−=−−
−≠−
+
−
=
+
1,)1(log
1,)1(
1
1
)(
1
mx
mx
mxh
m
m   
  )1,0[,)0()()1()( 0 ∈−=−= ∫ xhxhdttxg mm
x m
m . 
The conditional pdf of ),,,( kmnsX  given xkmnrX =),,,( , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
given by 
   )|(),,,(|),,,( xyf kmnrXkmnsX  1)]([
)]([
)1()!1(
1
1
1
1
+
−
−−
−
−
+−−
=
r
s
xF
yF
mCrs
C
rs
r
s
γ
γ
 
                  [ ] )())(())(( 111 yfyFxF rsmm −−++ −× , 
                βα ≤<≤ yx       (5.4) 
and the conditional pdf of ),,,( kmnrX  given ykmnsX =),,,( , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
    )|(),,,(|),,,( yxf kmnsXkmnrX
[ ]
[ ] 1
1
1
1
))((1
))((1)]([
)!1()!1(
)1()!1(
−
−
+
+
−
−
−−−
+−
= s
r
m
mm
yF
xFxF
rsr
ms
 
            [ ] )())(())((
1
11 xfyFxF
rs
mm
−−
++ −× ,  
                        .βα ≤<≤ yx     (5.5) 
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Several models of ordered random variables such as order statistics and record 
values can be seen as special cases of generalized order statistics.  If 0=m  and 
1=k , then  ),,,( kmnrX  reduces to the  thr −  order statistics  nrX :  [David and 
Nagaraja (2003)].  If  1−=m  and  1=k , then ),,,( kmnrX  is the  thr −  record 
value from an infinite sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) 
random variables (rv) [Ahsanullah (1995)]. Some other special cases are  
thk −  record values  ( 1−=m  and  k  is any positive integer) [Dziubdziela and 
Kopociński (1976)] and order statistics with non-integral sample size 
1,0( +−== nkm α  and +∈Rα  such that )1−> nα  [Stigler (1977), Rohatgi 
and Saleh (1988)]. 
5.2  Some important results 
Result 1 (Athar and Islam, 2004): 
Let )(xξ  is a measurable function of x  which is differentiable, then for any 
arbitrary df )(xF and nr ≤≤2 , 2≥n and ,,2,1 =k following relations hold: 
When 1,,2,1; −== nimmi   
)}],,,1({[)}],,,({[ kmnrXEkmnrXE −− ξξ  
∫ −− −′−
=
β
α
γξ dxxFgxFx
r
C r
m
r r ))(()](1[)(
!)1(
12 .            (5.6) 
)}],,1,1({[)}],,,1({[ kmnrXEkmnrXE −−−− ξξ  
∫ −− −′−
+
−=
β
α
γξ
γ
dxxFgxFx
r
Cm r
m
n
r r ))(()](1)[(
!)2(
)1( 1
)(
2
1
.          (5.7) 
)}],,1,1({[)}],,,({[ kmnrXEkmnrXE −−− ξξ  
∫ −
−
− −′
−
=
β
α
γξ dxxFgxFx
r
C r
m
n
r r ))(()](1)[(
)!1(
1
)1(
2 .            (5.8)  
Result 2 (Athar and Islam, 2004): 
For 2,11 ≥−≤<≤ nnsr  and ,2,1=k  
When 1,,2,1; −=≠== njimmm ji   
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)}],,,1().,,,({[)}],,,().,,,({[ kmnsXkmnrXEkmnsXkmnrXE −− ξξ  
∫ ∫ −− −∂
∂
−−−
=
β
α
β
ξ
x
r
m
ms xFgxfxFyx
yrsr
C ))(()()](1)[,(
)!1()!1(
12  
   dydxyFxFhyFh
srs
mm
γ)](1[))](())(([ 1 −−× −−               (5.9) 
where )()(),( 21 yxyx ξξξ = . 
6. DUAL GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
Although the generalized order statistics (gos) contain many useful models of 
ascending ordered random variables.  However, the random variables that are 
in descending order cannot be integrated into this framework. Pawlas and 
Szynal (2001a) introduced the concept of lower generalized order statistics 
(lgos) to enable a common approach to descending ordered random variables 
like reverse order statistics and lower record values.  Further, Burkschat et al. 
(2003) extensively studied this concept with the name dual generalized order 
statistics (dgos). 
For more detailed survey on dgos one may refer to Ahsanullah (2004), Mbah 
and Ahsanullah (2007), Athar et al. (2008), Barakat and El-Adll (2009), Khan 
et al. (2010a), Khan et al. (2012) and references therein. 
6.1  Definition and distribution 
Let ),,~,,( kmnrX d nr ,,2,1 =  be the thr −  dgos and their joint pdf is given by 
),,,( 21),~,,(,),,~,,1( nkmnnXkmnX xxxf dd   
)()]([)()]([ 1
1
1
1
1
n
k
n
n
i
i
m
i
n
j
j xfxFxfxFk i
−
−
=
−
=














= ∏∏γ           (6.1) 
for ).0()1( 121
1 −− >≥≥≥> FxxxF n  
If 1,,2,1;0 −== nimi   and 1=k , we obtain the joint pdf of the reverse order 
statistics and for Nkmi ∈−= ,1 , we get the joint pdf of thk −  lower record 
values. 
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Here it may be noted that the joint density (6.1) is obtained by replacing 
)(1 xF−  with )(xF  in (5.1). 
In view of (6.1), when ;mmi = ,1,,2,1 −= ni   the pdf of thr −  dgos 
),,,( kmnrX d  is given by 
))(()()]([
)!1(
)( 111),,,( xFgxfxFr
Cxf rmrkmnrX rd
−−− ′
−
= γ                       (6.2) 
and the joint pdf of ),,,( kmnrX d  and ),,,( kmnsX d , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
))(()()]([
)!1()!1(
),( 11),,,(),,,,( xFgxfxFrsr
Cyxf rm
ms
kmnsXkmnrX dd
−− ′
−−−
=  
                 )()]([))](())(([ 11 yfyFxFhyFh srsmm
−−−′−′× γ , 
   βα ≤<≤ xy ,    (6.3) 
where, 
  




−=−
−≠
+
−
=′
+
1,log
1,
1
1
)(
1
mx
mx
mxh
m
m  
and 
)1()()( mmm hxhxg ′−′=′ , )1,0[∈x . 
The conditional pdf of ),,,( kmnsX d  given xkmnrX d =),,,( , nsr ≤<≤1  is 
given by 
 )|(),,,(|),,,( xyf kmnrXkmnsX dd  1)]([
)]([
)1()!1(
1
1
1
1
+
−
−−
−
−
+−−
=
r
s
xF
yF
mCrs
C
rs
r
s
γ
γ
 
                      [ ] )())(())(( 111 yfyFxF rsmm −−++ −× ,   
                    βα ≤<≤ xy     (6.4) 
and the conditional pdf of ),,,( kmnrX d  given ykmnsX d =),,,( , nsr ≤<≤1  
is 
     )|(),,,(|),,,( yxf kmnsXkmnrX dd
[ ]
[ ] 1
1
1
1
))((1
))((1)]([
)!1()!1(
)1()!1(
−
−
+
+
−
−
−−−
+−
= s
r
m
mm
yF
xFxF
rsr
ms
 
                 [ ] )())(())((
1
11 xfyFxF
rs
mm
−−
++ −× .     (6.5) 
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7. SOME CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
7.1  Pareto distribution 
A random variable X  is said to have the Pareto distribution if its probability 
density function (pdf) )(xf  and distribution function (df) )(xF  are of the form 
given below 
)1()( +−= pp xpxf λ ; ∞<≤ xλ ;   0, >pλ . 
 pp xxF −−= λ1)( ; ∞<≤ xλ ;   0, >pλ . 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to Pareto law.  For example, distribution of city population sizes, 
personal income etc. 
7.2  Power function distribution 
A random variable X  is said to have a power function distribution if its pdf 
and df are of the form given below 
 1)( −−= pp xpxf λ ; λ<≤ x0 ;  0, >pλ . 
 pp xxF −= λ)( ; λ<≤ x0 ;   0, >pλ .   
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of the 
lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower bound.  It 
may be noted that if X  has a power function distribution, then 
X
Y 1=  has a 
Pareto distribution. 
7.3  Beta distribution 
i)  Beta distribution of first kind 
A random variable X  is said to have the beta distribution of first kind if its pdf 
is of the form 
0,,10;)1(
),(
1)( 11 >≤≤−= −− qpxxx
qpB
xf qp . 
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Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
rectangular distribution.  Suppose nrX :  is an ordered sample from )1,0(U , then 
nrX : is distributed as )1,( +− rnrB .  The standard rectangular distribution 
)1,0(R  is the special case of beta distribution of first kind obtained by putting 
the exponents p  and q  equal to 1.  If 1=q , the distribution reduces to power 
function distribution. 
ii)  Beta distribution of second kind 
The continuous random variable X  which is distributed according to 
probability law: 
;
)1(),(
1)(
1
qp
p
x
x
qpB
xf
+
−
+
=
 
;0 ∞<≤ x  .0, >qp
 
is known as a beta variate of the second kind with parameters p  and q . 
Remark:  Beta distribution of second kind reduces to beta distribution of first 
kind if we replace x+1   by 
y
1 . 
Usage: The Beta distribution is one of the most frequently employed 
distribution to fit theoretical distributions.  Beta distribution may be applied 
directly to the analysis of Markov processes with “uncertain” transition 
probabilities. 
7.4  Exponential distribution 
A random variable X  is said to have an exponential distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
 xexf θθ −=)( ;  0;0 >∞<≤ θx  
and the df  is given by 
 xexF θ−−=1)( ; 0;0 >∞<≤ θx . 
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Usage: The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a 
large class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory.  The 
exponential distribution has many other applications.  In fact, whenever a 
continuous random variable X  assuming non-negative values satisfies the 
assumption, 
 )()( tXPsXtsXP >=>+>  for all s  and t , 
Then X  will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for example, 
in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
7.5  Weibull distribution 
A random variable X  is said to have a Weibull distribution if its pdf is given 
by 
 
pxp expxf θθ −−= 1)( ;   ;0 ∞<≤ x  .0, >pθ  
and the df is given by 
 
pxexF θ−−=1)( ;    ;0 ∞<≤ x  .0, >pθ  
Remark 7.5.1: If we put 1=p  in the pdf of Weibull distribution, we get the 
pdf of exponential distribution. 
Remark  7.5.2: If we put 2=p , it gives the pdf of Rayleigh distribution. 
Remark  7.5.3:  If X  has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 
  )(log pxY θ−= is 
 
yeyeeyf
−−−=)(  
which is a form of an Extreme Value distribution. 
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Remark 7.5.4:  The pdf and the df of inverse Weibull distribution is given by 
;)( )1(
pxp expxf
−−+−= θθ    ;0 ∞<≤ x  .0, >pθ  
 
pxexF
−−= θ)( ;  ;0 ∞<≤ x  .0, >pθ  
Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control.  
The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of strict 
randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied.  It is sometimes used 
as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
7.6  Rectangular distribution 
A random variable X  is said to have a rectangular distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
 λβ
βλ
≤≤
−
= xxf ;1)(  
and the df is given by 
 λβ
βλ
β
≤≤
−
−
= xxxF ;)( . 
The standard rectangular distribution )1,0(R  is obtained by putting 0=β  and 
1=λ .  It is noted that every distribution function )(xF  follows rectangular 
distribution )1,0(R . This distribution is used in “rounding off” errors, 
probability integral transformation, random number generation, traffic flow, 
generation of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
7.7  Burr distribution 
Let X  be a continuous random variable, then different forms of cumulative 
distribution function of X  are listed below [Johnson et al. (1994)] 
i) xxF =)( ,  10 << x  
ii) ,)1()( γ−−+= xexF    ∞<<∞− x  
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iii) γ−−+= )1()( cxxF ,   ∞<≤ x0  
iv) 
γ−













 −+=
c
x
xcxF
/1
1)( ,   cx <<0  
v) γ−−+= ]1[)( tan xcexF ,   
22
ππ
≤≤− x  
vi) γγ −−+= ]1[)( sinh xcexF ,    ∞<<∞− x  
vii) γγ )tanh1(2)( xxF += − ,   ∞<<∞− x  
viii) 
γ
π





= − xexF 1tan2)( ,   ∞<<∞− x  
ix) 





+−+
−=
2]1)1[(
21)( γxec
xF ,   ∞<<∞− x  
x) γ)1()(
2xexF −−= ,  ∞<≤ x0  
xi) 
γ
π
π





 −= xxxF 2sin
2
1)( ,   10 << x  
xii) γ−+−= )1(1)( cxxF ,    ∞<< x0 , 
where γ  and c are positive parameters. 
Special attention is given to type XII, whose pdf is given as: 
 .0,;0;)1()( )1(1 >∞<<+= +−− γγ γ cxxcxxf cc  
This distribution is frequently used for the purpose of graduation and in 
reliability theory.   At 1=c , it is called Lomax distribution whereas at 1=γ , it 
is known as Log-logistic distribution. 
7.8  Cauchy distribution 
The special form of the Pearson type VII distribution, with the pdf 
;
]}/){(1[
11)( 2λθπλ −+
=
x
xf ∞<<∞−>∞<<∞− θλ ;0;x  
is called the Cauchy distribution. 
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The df  is given by 
;tan1
2
1)( 1 




 −+= −
λ
θ
π
xxF  ∞<<∞−>∞<<∞− θλ ;0;x . 
The distribution is symmetrical about θ=x .  The distribution does not possess 
finite moments of order greater than or equal to 1, and so does not possess a 
finite expected value or standard deviation.  However, θ  and λ  are location 
and scale parameters, respectively, and may be regarded as being analogous to 
mean and standard deviation. 
There is no standard form of the Cauchy distribution, as it is not possible to 
standardize without using (finite) values of mean and standard deviation, which 
does not exist in this case.  However, a standard form is obtained by putting 
1,0 == λθ .  The standard probability density function is given by 
 ;
)1(
11)( 2x
xf
+
=
π
 ∞<<∞− x  
and the standard cumulative distribution function is 
 ;tan1
2
1)( 1 xxF −+=
π
 ∞<<∞− x . 
 
________________________________________ 
*Part of the results of this chapter are contained in Athar and Akhter (2015a) 
CHAPTER II 
*MOMENT PROPERTIES OF PROGRESSIVELY TYPE-II 
RIGHT CENSORED ORDER STATISTICS FROM DOUBLY 
TRUNCATED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The progressive censoring and associated inferential procedures have been 
extensively studied in the literature for a number of distributions by several 
authors, such as Cohen (1963, 1966, 1975, 1976 and 1991), Mann (1969, 
1971), Cohen and Whitten (1982, 1988), Viveros and Balakrishnan (1994), 
Balakrishnan and Sandhu (1995), Ali Mousa and Jaheen (2002), Kim and Han 
(2010) and Kim et al. (2011). Aggarwala and Balakrishnan (1996) and 
Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000) have derived recurrence relations for 
single and product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order 
statistics from exponential,  Pareto and power function distribution and their 
truncated forms. Also, Saran and Pushkarna (2001) have obtained several 
recurrence relations for the single and product moments of progressively Type-
II right censored order statistics from the doubly truncated Burr distribution.  
Mahmoud et al. (2006) derived some new recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
the linear exponential distribution and also obtained maximum likelihood 
estimators (MLEs) of the location and scale parameters.  Balakrishnan et al. 
(2011) and Balakrishnan and Saleh (2011, 2012 and 2013) have established 
several recurrence relations for single and product moments of progressively 
Type-II right censored order statistics from logistic, half-logistic, log-logistic 
and generalized half logistic distributions and the moments so determined are 
then utilized in inferential method to derive best linear unbiased estimators of 
the scale and location parameters. 
For the developments about the theory and applications of progressive 
censoring, one may refer to Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000), Balakrishnan 
(2007), Balakrishnan and Cramer (2014) and references therein. 
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The Weibull distribution is named after the Swedish physicist, Weibull (1939a, 
1939b), who used it to represent the distribution of the breaking strength of 
materials. The Weibull distribution is one of the most widely used distributions 
for analyzing lifetime data.  It is to be found useful in diverse fields ranging 
from engineering to medical sciences [see Martz and Waller (1982), Lawless 
(2003)].  For a wide variety of other applications of the Weibull distribution 
one may refer to Johnson et al. (1994, 1995) and Rinne (2009). 
Recurrence relations for moments of order statistics for Weibull distribution as 
well as doubly truncated Weibull distribution are investigated by Lieblein 
(1955), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a), Khan et al. (1983a, 1983b), Khan et 
al. (1984), Ali and Khan (1996) and Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998), among 
others. 
In this chapter, recurrence relations for the single and product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics arising from the doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution are obtained. These relations generalize the 
results given by Balakrishnan et al. (2001) for the progressively Type-II right 
censored order statistics for standard exponential and right truncated 
exponential distributions. These results, also generalize the corresponding 
results for usual order statistics due to Khan et al. (1983a, 1983b) for the 
doubly truncated Weibull distribution. These relations, when used in a 
systematic manner, enable the recursive computation of moments for all 
sample sizes and all possible progressive censoring schemes. 
Let R nmm
R
nm
R
nm XXX
~
::
~
::2
~
::1 ,,,   be the m  ordered observed failure times in a 
sample of size n  under progressive Type-II right censoring scheme 
),...,,(~ 21 mRRRR =  from the doubly truncated Weibull distribution with pdf 
,)(
1
QP
expxf
pxp
−
=
−−
 )1log()1log( PxQ p −−≤≤−− , ,0>p                (1.1) 
The exponential and Rayleigh distributions are considered as special cases of 
the Weibull distribution when 1=p  and 2=p  respectively. 
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The df corresponding to (1.1) is, 




 −
−
= −−
pp xQ ee
QP
xF 1
)(
1)( ,                       (1.2) 
where P−1  and Q  are the proportion of truncation on the right and the left of 
the distribution, respectively. 
Here, )1log(1 QQ
p −−=  and )1log(1 PP
p −−=  
Let  
)(
)1(
2 QP
PP
−
−
=  and .
)(
)1(
2 QP
QQ
−
−
=  
then, it can be seen that from (1.1) and (1.2), 
)]}.(1[{)( 2
1 xFPpxxf p −+= −               (1.3) 
The relation in (1.3) is the “characterizing differential equation” for the 
distribution in (1.1). 
Now, we shall denote 
,][
)(*
11
)(
21 )1,,...,(
::
~
::
),...,,(
::
i
rr
i
m RRR
nrr
iR
nmr
RRR
nmr XE
−−== µµ  
,1 nmr ≤≤≤  ,0≥i  01* ≥−≥− rmRr        (1.4) 
),(*
11
),(
21 )1,,...,(
::,
~
::
~
::
),...,,(
::, ]}{}[{
ji
ss
ji
m RRR
nssr
jR
nms
iR
nmr
RRR
nmsr XXE
−−== µµ  
 ,1 nmsr ≤≤<≤  ,0, ≥ji             (1.5) 
as given by Balakrishnan et al. (2001). 
2. RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR SINGLE MOMENTS 
In this section, we shall exploit the relation (1.3) to derive recurrence relations 
for the single moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics 
from the doubly truncated Weibull distribution.  In view of (1.3.1) the thi −  
single moment is given as 
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    iR nmr
RRR
nmr XE
i
m ][
~
::
),...,,(
::
)(
21 =µ  
    ∫∫∫ ≤<⋅⋅⋅<≤ −⋅⋅⋅−= 111
1)](1[)()1,( 11PxxQ
Ri
r
m
xFxfxmnc  
       ,)](1)[()](1)[( 122 2 m
R
mm
R dxdxxFxfxFxf m  −−×    (2.1) 
where )1,( −mnc  is as defined in (1.3.2).  The single moments of progressively 
Type-II right censored order statistics in (2.1) satisfy the following recurrence 
relations. 
Theorem 2.1:  For the doubly truncated Weibull distribution as given in (1.1) 
and for 12 −≤≤ nm  and ,0≥i  
)(
1 ),...,(
::
pi
mRR
nmm
+
µ 

 +
+= −−−− −
+
−−
)(*
11
)(*
121 )1,,...,(
::*
)1,,...,(
:1:1
)(1 immpimm RRR
nmm
m
RRR
nmm p
pi
R
µµ  
    



−−
−
+
+
−− −
−−−
)(*
121 )2,,...,(
1:1:12 )2,1(
)1,( pimm RRR
nmmmnc
mncP µ  
    





−
−−
−
−
+
− −
−
)(*
11 )2,,...,(
1::
* )1(
)1,1(
)1,( pimm RRR
nmmmRmnc
mnc µ .          (2.2) 
Proof:  From (2.1), we have 
)(
1 ),...,(
::
i
mRR
nmmµ ∫∫∫ <<⋅⋅⋅<≤ −− −⋅⋅⋅−= 1111
1)](1)[()()1,( 111PxxQ
R
m
m
xFxfxZmnc  
  1111 1)](1)[( −−− −−×× m
R
mm dxdxxFxf m  ,    (2.3) 
where 
mm
P
x
R
m
i
mm dxxfxFxxZ
m
m )()](1[)( 1
1
1 ∫
−
−=− .           (2.4) 
Now using relation (1.3) in (2.4), we get 



−= ∫
−
−+
− m
P
x
R
m
pi
mm dxxFxPpxZ
m
m1
1
)](1[)( 121  
   


−+ ∫
−
+−+
m
P
x
R
m
pi
m dxxFx
m
m1
1
11 )](1[                    (2.5)  
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





−−
+
= −
+
−−
mR
m
pi
mm xFxPpi
pxZ )](1[
)(
)( 1121   
 



−+ ∫
−
−+
m
P
x m
R
m
pi
mm dxxfxFxR
m
m1
1
)()](1[ 1  
 111 )](1[
+
−
+
− −− m
R
m
pi
m xFx  
      


−++ ∫
−
+
m
P
x m
R
m
pi
mm dxxfxFxR
m
m1
1
)()](1[)1( .               (2.6) 
Substituting the resulting expression of )( 1−mxZ  from (2.6) in (2.3), we get 
)(
1 ),...,(
::
i
mRR
nmmµ







−⋅⋅⋅−−
+
= ∫∫∫ <<⋅⋅⋅<≤
+
−
− 1111
1)](1)[()1,(
)( 1112 PxxQ
Rpi
mm
xFxfxmncP
pi
p
 
       1111
1)](1)[( −
+
−−
−−×× m
RR
mm dxdxxFxf mm   
∫∫∫ <<⋅⋅⋅<≤
+ −−+
111
1)](1)[()1,( 11PxxQ
Rpi
mm
m
xFxfxmncR 
  
  



−−×× −−− − m
R
mm
R
mm dxdxxFxfxFxf mm  1
1
11 )](1)[()](1)[( 1
   
∫∫∫ <<⋅⋅⋅<≤
+
−
−
−−−
1111
1)](1)[()1,( 111PxxQ
Rpi
mm
xFxfxmnc       
   11
1
11
1)](1)[( −
++
−−
−−×× m
RR
mm dxdxxFxf mm   
 ∫∫∫ <<⋅⋅⋅<≤
+ −−++
111
1)](1)[()1,()1( 11PxxQ
Rpi
mm
m
xFxfxmncR           
    


−−×× −−− m
R
mm
R
mm dxdxxFxfxFxf mm  111 )](1)[()](1)[( 1
 
     





−−
−
−
+
=
+
−− +
−−−
)(
121 ),,...,(
1:1:12 )2,1(
)1,(
)(
pi
mmm RRRR
nmmmnc
mncP
pi
p µ  
                



−−
−
+
+
− −
−
)(
11 )1,,...,(
1::)1,1(
)1,( pimm RRR
nmmmRmnc
mnc µ  
                
)(
121 )1,,...,(
:1:111 )1(
pi
mmm RRRR
nmmm mRRn
+
−− ++
−−− +−−⋅⋅⋅−−− µ  
  
++
+ )(
1 ),...,(
::)1(
pi
mRR
nmmmR µ . 
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After rearranging the terms, we get 
    
)(
1 ),...,(
::
pi
mRR
nmm
+
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      

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−
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mm RRRR
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RRR
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
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−
− µµ     (2.7) 
and, hence the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2:  For 12 −≤≤ mr , 1−≤ nm  and 0≥i , 
)(*
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RRR
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Proof:  This follows from Theorem 2.1 and (1.4). 
Similarly, it can be seen that 
)(*
1
)(
1 )1(
:1:1
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pipi
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RR
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,)( 12
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n QQPnp
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and  
)()0(
1:1:1
pi+
µ )(1:11212
)0(
1:1:1
)()( pipipi QQPP
p
pi i +++ =+−+= µµ ,  1=n .          (2.10) 
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3. RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR PRODUCT MOMENTS 
For any continuous distribution, the thi −  and the thj −  product moment of 
the progressively Type-II right censored order statistics, in view of (1.3.1), is 
given as 
   ]}{}[{
~
::
~
::
),...,,(
::,
),(
21 jR
nms
iR
nmr
RRR
nmsr XXE
ji
m =µ  
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s
i
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           m
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R dxdxxFxfxFxf m  122 )](1)[()](1)[( 2 −−× . (3.1) 
We shall again exploit relation (1.3) to obtain the recurrence relations for 
product moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from 
the doubly truncated Weibull distribution. 
Theorem 3.1:  For 11 −≤<≤ nmr  and 0, ≥ji , 
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Proof:  From (3.1), we have 
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R
mm dxdxxFxf m  ,              (3.3) 
where )( 1−mxZ  is same as in (2.4). 
Now substituting the value of )( 1−mxZ  from (2.6) after replacing i  with j , we 
get 
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After rearranging the terms, we get 
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(3.4) 
Hence the (3.2).  
Theorem 3.2:  For 11 −≤<≤ nsr  and 0, ≥ji , 
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Proof:   This follows from Theorem 3.1 and (1.5). 
4.  REMARKS 
Remark 4.1: By letting 1=p , we can get the corresponding recurrence 
relations for the doubly truncated exponential distribution and at 2=p , we can 
get the corresponding recurrence relations for the doubly truncated Rayleigh 
distribution. 
Remark 4.2: By letting 0→Q  and 1→P  in the Theorems, we can get the 
corresponding recurrence relations for the non-truncated distribution as 
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and 
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Remark 4.3:  For 021 ==⋅⋅⋅== mRRR , so that nm = , the results established 
would reduce to the order statistics, 
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  ,1 nsr ≤<≤  2≥− rs . 
as given by Khan et al. (1983a, 1983b) and Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998). 
Remark 4.4: At 0=i  in Theorem 3.2, we get the results as established in 
Theorem 2.2. 
___________________________________ 
*Part of the results of this chapter are contained in Athar et al. (2014) 
CHAPTER III 
*MOMENTS OF PROGRESSIVELY TYPE-II RIGHT CENSORED 
ORDER STATISTICS FROM LINDLEY DISTRIBUTION 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The exponential distribution is a basic physical model in reliability theory and 
survival analysis due to the popularity of the exponential distribution in 
statistics and many applied areas.   Lindley distribution was first introduced by 
Lindley (1958) in connection with the Fiducial distribution and Bayes theorem.  
The Lindley distribution is important for studying stress-strength reliability 
modeling [Hussain (2006)].   Ghitany et al. (2008) was the first who studied the 
statistical properties of the said distribution and have shown that in many ways 
the Lindley distribution is a better model than that based on the exponential 
distribution. 
In this chapter, some recurrence relations between moments of progressively 
Type-II right censored order statistics from Lindley distribution are obtained.  
Further, computational algorithm to compute moments is also given. 
Let ),...,( ::
),...,(
::2
),...,(
::1
111 ,,, mmm RR nmm
RR
nm
RR
nm XXX   be the m  ordered observed failure 
times in a sample of size n  under progressive Type-II right censoring scheme 
),,,( 21 mRRR   from the Lindley distribution with the pdf , 
xexxf λ
λ
λ −+
+
= )1(
1
)(
2
, 0>x , 0>λ ,            (1.2) 
and the df  
xexxF λ
λ
λλ −
+
++
−=
1
11)( , 0>x , 0>λ .            (1.3) 
It may be noted that from (1.2) and (1.3),  
{ }.)](1[)](1[)()1( 2 xFxxFxfx −+−=++ λλλ           (1.4) 
The relation in (1.4) is the “characterizing differential equation” for the 
distribution in (1.2). 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
For any continuous distribution, we shall denote the thi −  single moment of 
the progressively Type-II right censored order statistics in view of (1.3.1) as 
 iRRR nmr
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i
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R dxdxxFxfxFxf m  122 )](1)[()](1)[( 2 −−× , (2.1) 
and the thi −  and the thj −  product moments as 
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R dxdxxFxfxFxf m  122 )](1)[()](1)[( 2 −−×  (2.2) 
where )1,( −mnc  is as defined in (1.3.2). 
Theorem 2.1:  For ,2≥s nm ≤≤3  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  From (2.2), we have 
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where, 
10 11112
2 1)](1)[()1()( dxxFxfxxxZ x Ri∫ −++= λλ .         (2.5) 
On using relation (1.4) in (2.5) and integrating by parts, we get 
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Now by substituting the resultant expression of )( 2xZ from (2.6) in (2.4) and 
simplifying, we get the required result. 
Corollary 2.1:  For nm ≤≤1  and ,0≥i  
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and subsequently  for 1=m , 
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Proof: Relation (2.7) is the simple consequence of Theorem 2.1 and can be 
established by putting 0=j  in (2.3). Further, (2.8) can be seen by putting 
1=m  in (2.7) after noting that 11 −= nR . 
Corollary 2.2:  For nm ≤≤2  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  (2.9) can be proved by putting 2=s  in (2.3). 
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Proof:  From (2.2), we get 
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On using relation (1.4) in (2.12) and integrating by parts, we get 
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Now upon substituting the resultant expression of ),( 11 +− ss xxZ from (2.13) in 
(2.11) and simplifying, yields (2.10). 
Corollary 2.3:  For ,12 −≤≤ mr nm ≤  and ,0≥i  
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Proof: Relation (2.14) can be established by putting 0=i  in (2.10) and 
replacing s  by r . 
Corollary 2.4:  For nm ≤≤2  and ,0≥i  
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Proof: (2.15) can be proved by replacing r with m in (2.14) and noting 
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Corollary 2.5:  For ,21 −≤≤ mr  nm ≤  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  (2.16) can be proved by putting 1+= rs  in (2.10). 
Corollary 2.6:  For ,11 −≤≤ mr  nm ≤  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  Corollary can be proved by putting ms =  in (2.10).  
Theorem 2.3:  For ,11 −≤<≤ msr nm ≤  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  From (2.2), we have 
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Now by substituting the resultant expression of ),( 11 +− rr xxZ  from (2.21) in 
(2.19) and simplifying, leads to (2.18). 
Corollary 2.7: For ,22 −≤≤ mr  nm ≤  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Proof:  (2.22) can be proved by putting 1+= rs  in (2.18). 
Remark 2.1: Aggarwala and Balakrishnan (1996) have mentioned in [Remark 
5, pp. 762-763] that if 0121 ==== −jRRR  , that is  there is no censoring 
before the thj −  failure, then the first j  progressively Type-II right censored 
order statistics are simply first j  usual order statistics.  Thus, for the special 
case 021 ==== mRRR   so that nm = , in which the progressively censored 
order statistics becomes the usual order statistics ,,,, ::2:1 nnnn XXX   whose 
single moments are denoted by )(:
i
nrµ , nr ≤≤1  and product moments are 
denoted by ),( :,
ji
nsrµ , nsr ≤<≤1 , the recurrence relations established above 
would reduce to the following  
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(i)  From (2.7):  For ,0≥i  
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(ii)  From (2.14):  For 12 −≤≤ nr  and ,0≥i  
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(iii)  From (2.15):  For ,0≥i  
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(iv)  From (2.10):  For  nsr ≤<≤1  and ,0, ≥ji  
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Similarly, the remaining recurrence relations for product moments of 
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics can be reduced for the 
recurrence relation for the product moments of order statistics. 
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3. RECURSIVE COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM 
Let us assume that n:1µ  is known.  Setting 0=i  in (2.8), we can get 
)2()1(
:1:1
−n
nµ by 
the knowledge of .:1
)1(
:1:1 n
n
n µµ =
−  For ,1=i
)3()1(
:1:1
−n
nµ can be evaluated from 
)1()1(
:1:1
−n
nµ and .
)2()1(
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−n
nµ  From (2.7), at 0=i  and ,2=m  by the knowledge of 
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nµ  Therefore to 
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nµ  Thus for the recursive computation we have to find 
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nmrµ for all ,, mr  by integration and then remaining by the 
recursive manner. 
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__________________________________ 
*Part of the results of this chapter are contained in Athar and Akhter (2016) 
CHAPTER IV 
*MOMENT PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZED ORDER 
STATISTICS 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recurrence relations for moments of ordered random variables such as order 
statistics, record values and generalized order statistics are interesting in their 
own rights.  They usefully express the higher order moments in terms of the 
lower order moments and hence make the recursive computation of higher 
order moments easy. Furthermore, they are also useful in characterizing 
distributions, which is an important area, permitting the identification of 
population distributions from the properties of the sample [cf. Malik et al. 
(1988) and Al-Hussaini et al. (2005)]. 
The recurrence relations for single and product moments of specific 
distribution as well as for general class of distributions by order statistics and 
record values have received considerable interest in the past decades.  There are 
a large number of papers available based on the moments of order statistics.  
One may refer to Joshi (1978, 1982), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a, 1981b, 
1982, 1984), Khan et al. (1983a, 1983b), Balakrishnan and Kocherlakota 
(1986), Ali and Khan (1987), Khan and Khan (1987), Khan and Ali (1987), 
Balakrishnan et al. (1988), Al-Shboul and Khan (1989),  Ali and Khan (1995, 
1996, 1997, 1998), Kamps (1991, 1998), Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998), 
Ahmad (2001), Raqab (2004), Thomas and Samuel (2008) and references 
therein.  Recurrence relations for single and product moments of some specific 
distributions based on record values are given by Balakrishnan et al. (1992), 
Balakrishnan et al. (1993), Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1994a, 1994b), 
Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1995), Pawlas and Szynal (1998, 1999), Raqab 
(2000, 2001), Minimol and Thomas (2013) among others. 
Recurrence relations for single and product moments of generalized order 
statistics for some specific as well as for general class of distribution are 
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investigated by several authors in literature.  Cramer and Kamps (2000) derived 
relations for expectations of single and product moments of generalized order 
statistics for a general class of distributions whereas Pawlas and Szynal 
(2001b) obtained the recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
generalized order statistics from Pareto, generalized Pareto and Burr 
distributions.  Further, Ahmad and Fawzy (2003) derived relations for single 
moments of generalized order statistics for a class of doubly truncated 
distributions whereas Athar and Islam (2004) and Anwar et al. (2007) obtained 
the recurrence relations for single and product moments of generalized order 
statistics for some general class of distributions.  Athar et al. (2007) obtained 
explicit expressions for ratio and inverse moments of generalized order 
statistics from Weibull distribution whereas Ahmad (2008) established explicit 
expressions and recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
generalized order statistics from linear exponential distribution.  Mahmoud and 
Al-Nagar (2009) obtained the recurrence relations between the single and 
product moments of generalized order statistics from linear exponential 
distribution and characterized the linear exponential distribution based on the 
conditional moments of generalized order statistics.  Further, Athar et al. 
(2012) obtained the moment identities of Pareto distribution based on 
generalized order statistics and Nayabuddin and Athar (2016) derived the 
recurrence relations for single and product moments of generalized order 
statistics from Marshall-Olkin extended Pareto distribution.  For more results, 
one may refer to Saran and Pandey (2003), Ahmad (2007), Khan et al. (2007a), 
Athar et al. (2013) and references therein. 
In this chapter, recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
generalized order statistics have been obtained when the continuous 
distribution function (df) and the probability density function (pdf) are 
functionally related as 
cb xFxaxf )](1[)( −= ,  ),( βα∈x              (1.1) 
where ,a b  and c  are integers. 
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2. RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR SINGLE MOMENTS 
Theorem 2.1: Let ),,,,( kmnrX nr ,,1 =  be the thr −  gos from a continuous 
population with the df )(xF  and the pdf )(xf  over the support ),,( βα  if the 
pdf and the df are functionally related as given in (1.1), then for ,Nn∈  ℜ∈m , 
nr ≤≤2  and ,1+≥ bp  
(i) )],,,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEkmnrXE pp −−  
 )]1,,,([ 1 +−= −−∗ ckmnrXEK
a
p bp
rγ
          (2.1) 
(ii) )],,1,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEkmnrXE pp −−−  
  )]1,,,([ 1
1
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a
p bp
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Proof:  In view of (1.5.6), we have 
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C r
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r r ))(()](1[)(
)!1(
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ξ , 
where )(xξ  is a Borel measurable function of ),( βα∈x . 
Let ,)( pxx =ξ  then we have 
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Now in view of (1.1), we have 
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as 1)1,( −=− +−cknrr c γγ 1)]1)(()1[( −+−++−= mrnck . 
Therefore, 
.)]1,,,([)],,,1([)],,,([ 1 +−=−− −−∗ ckmnrXEK
a
pkmnrXEkmnrXE bp
r
pp
γ
Hence (2.1). 
Now consider the following identity (cf. Corollary 1.1 of Kamps, 1995, pp-
116), 
)],,,1([)1()],,,([)]1)(1([ kmnrXEmrkmnrXEmrnk pp ++++−−+  
)],,1,([)]1)(1([ kmnrXEmnk p −+−+= ,               (2.3) 
on replacing r  with  1−r  in (2.3), we get 
)],,,([)1)(1()],,,1([ kmnrXEmrkmnrXE ppr +−+−γ  
)],,1,1([1 kmnrXE
p −−= γ .              (2.4) 
Now, using (2.4) in (2.1), we get 
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This upon rearrangement yields (2.2). 
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Remark 2.1:  Let 0=m and 1=k , then recurrence relation for single moments 
of order statistics is given as 
(i)  ][
)!1()1(
)!1()!1(][][ 11:
:
:1:
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+−− +−+−
+−−−
=− bp cnr
nrp
nr
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Remark 2.2:  If 1−=m ,  the recurrence relation for single moments of thk −  
upper record values will be 
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where 


 p
rU k
XE
)()(
is thp −  moment of thk −  upper record value. 
3.  EXAMPLES BASED ON THEOREM 2.1 
(i)  Exponential distribution 
  





 −−
−= θ
µx
exF 1)( ,  µ>x ;  .0, >θµ  
If we put 
θ
1
=a ,  0=b  and 1=c  in (2.1) and (2.2), then recurrence relations 
for single moments of gos from exponential distribution is given as 
)],,,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEkmnrXE pp −− )],,,([ 1 kmnrXEp p
r
−=
γ
θ      (3.1) 
)],,1,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEkmnrXE pp −−− )],,,([ 1
1
kmnrXEp p−=
γ
θ     (3.2) 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (3.2), we get the recurrence relations for single 
moments of order statistics from exponential distribution as 
][][][ 1:1:1:
−
−− =−
p
nr
p
nr
p
nr XEn
pXEXE θ .               (3.3) 
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and  
][][ 1:1:1
−= pn
p
n XEn
pXE θ .                   (3.4) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1983a) and Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998) for non-
truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (3.1), we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments of 
thk −  upper record values 
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 (ii)  Rayleigh distribution 
  
2
1)( xexF θ−−= ,  ;0 ∞<< x   .0>θ  
If we put θ2=a , 1=b  and 1=c  in (2.1) and (2.2), then recurrence relations 
for single moments of gos from Rayleigh distribution is given as 
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   (3.7) 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (3.6) and (3.7), we get the recurrence relations 
for single moments of order statistics from Rayleigh distribution, as 
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At 1−=m  in (3.6), we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Rayleigh distribution, as 
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(iii)  Weibull distribution 
  
νθ xexF −−=1)( ,  ;0 ∞<< x   .0, >νθ  
If we put νθ=a , 1−=νb  and 1=c  in (2.1) and (2.2), then recurrence 
relations for single moments of gos from the Weibull distribution is given as 
)],,,([)],,,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEpkmnrXEkmnrXE p
r
pp ν
νθγ
−=−−   (3.11) 
)],,1,1([)],,,([ kmnrXEkmnrXE pp −−− )],,,([
1
kmnrXEp p ν
νθγ
−= . (3.12) 
The relation in (3.11) was given by Ahmad and Fawzy (2003). 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (3.12), we get the recurrence relation for single 
moments of order statistics from the Weibull distribution 
][][][ :1:1:
ν
θν
−
−− =−
p
nr
p
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p
nr XEn
pXEXE           (3.13) 
as obtained by Khan et al. (1983a) for non-truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (3.11), we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Weibull distribution, as 
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Further, at 1=k  in (3.14), we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments 
of upper record values as obtained by Ahmad and Fawzy (2003). 
(iv)  Pareto distribution 
  
νθ





−=
x
xF 1)( ,  ∞<< xθ ;  .0, >νθ  
If we put ν=a , 1−=b  and 1=c  in (2.1) and (2.2), then recurrence relations 
for single moments of gos from the Pareto distribution is given as 
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The relation in (3.15) was obtained by Athar et al. (2012), whereas the relation 
in (3.16) by Ahmad and Fawzy (2003). 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (3.16), we get the recurrence relation for single 
moments of order statistics from the Pareto distribution 
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as obtained by Malik (1966), Khan et al. (1983a) and  Balakrishnan and Sultan 
(1998) for non-truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (3.15), we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Pareto distribution 
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,  pk ≠ν          (3.18) 
as obtained by Pawlas and Szynal (1999). 
At 1=k  in (3.18), we can get the recurrence relation for single moments of 
upper record values as obtained by Ahmad and Fawzy (2003). 
4. RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR PRODUCT MOMENTS 
Theorem 4.1:  Let ),,,( kmnrX  and ,),,,( kmnsX 11 −≤<≤ nsr  be the thr −  
and ths − gos  from a continuous population with the  df )(xF  and the pdf 
)(xf  over the support ),,( βα  if the pdf and the df are functionally related as 
given in (1.1), then for ,Nn∈  ℜ∈m , 11 −≤<≤ nsr , 2≥n  and ,2,1=p ; 
,1+≥ bq  
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)],,,1(),,,([)],,,(),,,([ kmnsXkmnrXEkmnsXkmnrXE qpqp −−  
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Proof:  In view of (1.5.9), we have 
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Now in view of (1.1), we get 
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Hence (4.1) can be established after noting that 1)1,( −=− +−cknss c γγ  
and 21 −− = sss CC γ . 
Remark 4.1: Let 0=m  and 1=k , the recurrence relation for product 
moments of order statistics is 
][][ :1:::
q
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Remark 4.2: Let 1−=m , the recurrence relation for product moments of 
thk −  upper record values will be 
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5.  EXAMPLES BASED ON THEOREM 4.1 
(i)  Exponential distribution 
  





 −−
−= θ
µx
exF 1)( ,  ;µ>x   .0, >θµ  
If we put 
θ
1
=a , 0=b  and 1=c  in (4.1), then recurrence relation for product 
moments of gos from exponential distribution is given as 
)],,,1(),,,([)],,,(),,,([ kmnsXkmnrXEkmnsXkmnrXE qpqp −−  
)],,,(),,,([ 1 kmnsXkmnrXEq qp
s
−=
γ
θ  .           (5.1) 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (5.1), we get the recurrence relation for product 
moments of order statistics from exponential distribution 
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as obtained by Khan et al. (1983b) and Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998) for 
non-truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (5.1), we obtain the recurrence relation for product moments of 
thk −  upper record values from exponential distribution as 
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(ii)  Rayleigh distribution 
  
2
1)( xexF θ−−= ,  ;0 ∞<< x   .0>θ  
If we put θ2=a ,  1=b  and 1=c  in (4.1), then recurrence relation for product 
moments of gos from the Rayleigh distribution is given as 
)],,,1(),,,([)],,,(),,,([ kmnsXkmnrXEkmnsXkmnrXE qpqp −−  
 )],,,(),,,([
2
2 kmnsXkmnrXEq qp
s
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θγ
.               (5.4) 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (5.4), we get the recurrence relation for product 
moments of order statistics from the Rayleigh distribution, as 
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At 1−=m  in (5.4), we obtain the recurrence relation for product moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Rayleigh distribution as 
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(iii)  Weibull distribution 
  
νθ xexF −−=1)( ,  ;0 ∞<< x   .0, >νθ  
If we put θν=a , 1−=νb  and 1=c  in (4.1), then recurrence relation for 
product moments of gos from the Weibull distribution is given as 
)],,,1(),,,([)],,,(),,,([ kmnsXkmnrXEkmnsXkmnrXE qpqp −−  
)],,,(),,,([ kmnsXkmnrXEq qp
s
ν
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Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (5.7), we get the recurrence relation for product 
moments of order statistics from the Weibull distribution 
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as obtained by Khan et al. (1983b) for non-truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (5.7), we obtain the recurrence relation for product moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Weibull distribution as 
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(iv)  Pareto distribution 
  
νθ

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−=
x
xF 1)( ,  ;∞<< xθ   .0, >νθ  
If we put ν=a , 1−=b  and 1=c  in (4.1), then recurrence relation for product 
moments of gos from the Pareto distribution is given as 
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The relation in (5.10) was given by Athar et al. (2012). 
Further, at 0=m  and 1=k  in (5.10), we get the recurrence relation for product 
moments of order statistics from the Pareto distribution 
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as obtained by Khan et al. (1983b) and  Balakrishnan and Sultan (1998) for 
non-truncated case. 
At 1−=m  in (5.10), we obtain the recurrence relation for product moments of 
thk −  upper record values from the Pareto distribution 
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___________________________________ 
*Part of the results of this chapter are contained in Athar and Akhter (2015b) 
CHAPTER V 
*CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
BASED ON ORDER STATISTICS 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Characterization of distributions through the properties of conditional 
expectations of order statistics have been studied by several authors.  Various 
approaches are available in literature.  For detailed survey one may refer to 
Khan and Ali (1987), Nagaraja (1988b), Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), 
Balasubramanian and Beg (1992), Franco and Ruiz (1995, 1997), 
Balasubramanian and Dey (1997), López-Blázquez and Moreno-Rebello 
(1997), Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997), Dembińska and Wesolowski 
(1998), Khan and Abouammoh (2000),  Athar et al. (2003),  Khan and Athar 
(2004) and references therein. 
In this chapter, an attempt is made to characterize a general form of distribution 
,)()( bxahxF += ),( βα∈x  through conditional expectation of thp −  power 
of difference of functions of two order statistics, conditioned on a pair of non-
adjacent order statistics. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
Theorem 2.1: Let nrX nr ,,2,1,: =  be the thr −  order statistic from a 
continuous population with the df )(xF  and the pdf )(xf  over the support 
),( βα .  Then for ,1 nsil ≤<<≤ 1, += rrl  
),(],|))()([( ,,,:::: yxgyXxXXhXhE psilnsnl
p
nlni ===−  
             { }pxhyh
lilsp
lslip )()(
)()(
)()(
−
−Γ−+Γ
−Γ−+Γ
=      (2.1) 
if and only if 
bxahxF += )()(                   (2.2) 
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where ,a b  are so chosen that )(xF  is a df and )(xh  is a monotonic, 
continuous and differentiable function of x  and p  is a positive integer. 
Proof:  To prove the necessary part, we have 
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in view of (1.2.14).  
Let 
,
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)()(
z
xFyF
xFtF
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−
−  
which implies that  
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Then, we have 
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and hence the necessary part. 
To prove the sufficiency part, consider 
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Differentiating (2.3) w.r.t. ,x  we get 
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After, rearranging the terms of (2.5), we get 
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Hence the theorem. 
Remark 2.1:  At ,1=p  (2.1) reduces to 
],|)([)ˆ( :::: yXxXXhEXh nsnrnini ===   
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as obtained by Khan and Athar (2004). 
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Further, at ,1+= ns  β==+ yX nn :1  and ,rnm −=  then we have 
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and at  ,0=r α== xX n:0  and ,1−= sm  we get  
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as given by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), Franco and Ruiz (1997), Khan and 
Abouammoh (2000) and Khan and Athar (2004).  
Remark 2.2:  At ,1=p  1+= ri  and 2+= rs  in Theorem 2.1, we have 
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as obtained by Balasubramanian and Beg (1992). 
3. EXAMPLES 
(i) Power function distribution 
,)( ννθ xxF −=  .0,;0 >≤< νθθx  
 Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,νθ −=a 0=b  and .)( νxxh =  
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(ii)  Pareto distribution 
 ,1)( ννθ −−= xxF  .0,; >∞<≤ νθθ x  
 Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,νθ−=a 1=b  and .)( ν−= xxh  
(iii)  Exponential distribution 
 ,1)( xexF θ−−=  .0;0 >∞<< θx  
  Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1−=a 1=b  and .)( xexh θ−=  
(iv)  Rayleigh distribution 
  ,1)(
2xexF θ−−=  .0;0 >∞<< θx  
  Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1−=a 1=b  and .)(
2xexh θ−=  
 (v)   Weibull distribution 
  ,1)(
νθ xexF −−=  .0,;0 >∞<< νθx  
  Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1−=a 1=b  and .)(
νθ xexh −=  
(vi)  Inverse Weibull distribution 
 ,)(
νθ −−= xexF  .0,;0 >∞<< νθx  
 Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1=a 0=b  and .)(
νθ −−= xexh  
(vii)  Extreme value distribution 
  ,1)(
xeexF −−=  .∞<<∞− x  
  Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1−=a 1=b  and .)(
xeexh −=  
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(viii) Cauchy distribution 
    ,
2
1tan1)( 1 += − xxF
π
 .∞<<∞− x  
   Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1
π
=a
2
1
=b  and .tan)( 1 xxh −=  
(ix) Gumbel distribution 
 ,)(
xeexF
−−=  .∞<<∞− x  
 Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1=a 0=b  and .)(
xeexh
−−=  
(x)  Burr type XII distribution 
,)1(1)( νγθ −+−= xxF  ;0 ∞<< x .0,, >νγθ  
Then )(xF  is given by (2.2) with ,1−=a 1=b  and .)1()( νγθ −+= xxh  
Similarly, characterization results for some other distributions may also be 
obtained with proper choice of ,a b  and ).(xh   One may refer to Khan and 
Athar (2004). 
4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
Let us consider here the example of Mann and Fertig (1973), who gave the 
failure times of airplane components for a life test in which 13 components 
were placed on test, with the test terminating after the th−10  failure.  Failure 
times in hours are recorded as below 
,22.0  ,50.0  ,88.0 ,00.1  ,32.1  ,33.1  ,54.1  ,76.1  ,50.2  .00.3  
Now, if we calculate the expected values of the randomly selected failure times 
of airplane components 10:610:410:2 ˆ,ˆ,ˆ XXX  and 10:8Xˆ  by using (2.9), we get 
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Distributions 
Power 
( 1=ν ) 
Pareto 
( 1=ν ) 
Exponential 
( 1=θ ) 
Rayleigh 
( 1=θ ) 
Weibull 
( 5.0,5.0 == θν ) 
n  r  i  s  niX :  niX :ˆ  niX :ˆ  niX :ˆ  niX :ˆ  niX :ˆ  
10  
 
1 2  3  50.0  55.0  35.0  50.0  59.0  48.0  
1 2  4  50.0  48.0  30.0  42.0  53.0  40.0  
1 2  6  50.0  44.0  26.0  36.0  48.0  35.0  
1 2  8  50.0  44.0  25.0  34.0  44.0  33.0  
1 2  10  50.0  53.0  25.0  33.0  41.0  33.0  
1 4  5  00.1  05.1  58.0  91.0  99.0  91.0  
2  4  6  00.1  92.0  73.0  83.0  86.0  84.0  
3  4  5  00.1  10.1  06.1  07.1  07.1  08.1  
3  4  9  00.1  15.1  99.0  02.1  98.0  06.1  
3  4  10  00.1  18.1  98.0  01.1  96.0  07.1  
1 6  7  33.1  32.1  77.0  16.1  20.1  19.1  
2  6  8  33.1  34.1  96.0  15.1  11.1  21.1  
3  6  8  33.1  41.1  26.1  31.1  25.1  35.1  
5  6  7  33.1  43.1  42.1  42.1  42.1  43.1  
5  6  10  33.1  66.1  49.1  49.1  40.1  57.1  
1 8  9  76.1  22.2  09.1  76.1  45.1  97.1  
2  8  9  76.1  21.2  59.1  85.1  48.1  05.2  
6  8  9  76.1  11.2  93.1  95.1  69.1  04.2  
7  8  9  76.1  02.2  90.1  91.1  74.1  97.1  
7  8  10  76.1  03.2  83.1  84.1  67.1  94.1  
MSE ∑ = −= 201 2)ˆ(20
1
i ii XX  0444.0
 
0759.0
 
0146.0  0160.0  0262.0  
The Mean Square Error (MSE) of the expected values of the failure times of 
airplane components using exponential distribution is minimum.  Thus, we can 
conclude that the exponential distribution gives the best fit. 
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It may be noted that only those parameter(s) value of the distributions are arbitrarily 
set which are involved in )(xh  while characterizing the distribution. 
CHAPTER VI 
CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH RECORD VALUES 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Characterization of distributions through conditional expectation of record 
values have been considered among others by Nagaraja (1977, 1988b),  Franco 
and Ruiz (1996, 1997), López-Blázquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), 
Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998), Dembińska and Wesolowski (2000), Wu 
and Lee (2001), Athar et al. (2003), Gupta and Ahsanullah (2004), Wu (2004), 
Khan et al. (2010b), Khan and Athar (2010) and Noor and Athar (2014). In 
these papers the authors have assumed the linearity of regression while 
characterizing the distribution functions. 
Bairamov et al. (2005) characterized the exponential distribution and its 
monotone transforms through conditional expectation conditioned on a pair of 
adjacent record values. Further, Yanev et al. (2008) extended the results of 
Bairamov et al. (2005) and considered the case for non-adjacent covariates.  
In this chapter, a family of continuous distributions of the form 
,1)( )(xahexF −−= ),( βα∈x  have been characterized through conditional 
expectation of thp −  power of difference of functions of two upper record 
values, conditioned on a pair of non-adjacent records. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
Theorem 2.1: Let )()2()1( ,,, nUUU XXX   be the record values from a 
continuous population with the df )(xF  and the pdf )(xf  over the support 
),( βα .  Then for ,1 nsil ≤<<≤  1, += rrl  
 ( ) ( ) ),(, ,,,)()()()( yxyXxXXhXhE psilsUlU
p
lUiU ξ=
==






 −  
              { }pxhyh
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)()(
−
−Γ−+Γ
−Γ−+Γ
=     (2.1) 
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if and only if 
,)( )(xahexF −=  0≠a                    (2.2) 
where )(xh  is a continuous, differentiable and non-decreasing  function of x  
and p  is a positive integer and ).(1)( xFxF −=  
Proof:  First we shall prove the necessary part. 
In view of (1.4.6), we have  
   ( ) ( ) ),(, ,,,)()()()( yxyXxXXhXhE psirsUrU
p
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==




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
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then 
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Thus, we have 
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and hence the necessary part. 
To prove the sufficiency part, we have 
   ( ) ( ) ),(, ,,,)()()()( yxyXxXXhXhE psirsUrU
p
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

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or,  
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Differentiating (2.3) w.r.t. ,x  we get 
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Rearranging the terms of (2.5), we get 
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Consider, 
),(),()( ,,,1,,, yxx
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Therefore in view of (2.6), we have 
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implying that 
,1)( )(xahexF −−=  .0≠a  
Hence the theorem. 
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Corollary 2.1:  Under the conditions as stated in Theorem 2.1, 
],|)([)ˆ( )()()()( yXxXXhEXh sUrUiUiU ===        
    
)(
)()()()(
rs
yhrixhis
−
−+−
=               (2.9) 
and consequently 
2
)()(],|)([ )2()()1(
yhxhyXxXXhE rUrUrU
+
=== ++        (2.10) 
if and only if 
,1)( )(xahexF −−=  ,0≠a  
where  )(xh  is a monotonic  and differentiable function of x . 
Proof: Expression (2.9) can be obtained at 1=p  from Theorem 2.1 as 
established by Khan and Khan (2009). 
3. EXAMPLES 
Several well known distributions can be characterized using Theorem 2.1 with 
proper choice of a  and )(xh  as given in Table 3.1 or one may refer to Noor 
and Athar (2014). 
Table 3.1:  Examples based on the .0,1)( )( ≠−= − aexF xah  
Distribution )(xF  a  )(xh  
Exponential θxe−−1 , ;0 ∞<< x  0>θ  θ  x  
Rayleigh 21 xθe−− , ;0 ∞<< x  0>θ  θ  2x  
Weibull νxθe−−1 , ;0 ∞<< x  0, >νθ  θ  νx  
Pareto ( ) νθ
−
− x1 , ;∞<≤ xθ  0, >νθ  ν  ( )θxlog  
Lomax ν−+− )1(1 x , ;0 ∞<< x  0>ν    ν  )1(log x+  
Beta of the I kind θx)1(1 −− , ;10 << x  0>θ  θ−  )1(log x−  
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Beta of the II kind 1)1(1 −+− x , ∞<< x0  1 )1(log x+  
Extreme value I )exp(1 xe−− , ∞<<∞− x  1 xe  
Log logistic 1)1(1 −+− νxθ , ;0 ∞<< x  0, >νθ  1 )1(log νxθ+  
Burr type XII γν −+− )1(1 xθ , ;0 ∞<< x  0,, >γθν  γ  )1log( νxθ+  
4. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
Consider the survival times in (days) of a group of lung cancer patients 
[Soliman and Al-Aboud (2008)] 
,96.6  ,30.9  ,96.6 ,24.7  ,30.9  ,90.4  ,42.8  ,05.6  ,18.10  ,82.6  ,58.8  ,77.7  
,94.11 ,25.11  ,94.12  .94.12  
If only the upper record values have been observed, then these are 
,96.6  ,30.9  ,18.10 ,94.11  .94.12  
Now, if we calculate the expected values of randomly selected upper record 
values at ,1=p  using Corollary 2.1, then we get 
Distributions 
Exponential Rayleigh Weibull 
( 5.0=ν ) 
Pareto 
( 1=θ ) 
r  i  s  )(iUX  )(ˆ iUX  )(ˆ iUX  )(ˆ iUX  )(ˆ iUX  
1 2  3  30.9  57.8  72.8  49.8  41.8  
  4  30.9  62.8  93.8  47.8  33.8  
  5  30.9  44.8  44.8  28.8  13.8  
 3  4  18.10  28.10  54.10  13.10  97.9  
  5  18.10  95.9  39.10  72.9  49.9  
 4  5  94.11  45.11  73.11  27.11  08.11  
2  3  4  18.10  62.10  70.10  58.10  54.10  
  5  18.10  51.10  65.10  44.10  38.10  
 4  5  94.11  73.11  85.11  66.11  59.11  
3  4  5  94.11  56.11  64.11  52.11  48.11  
MSE ∑ = −=
10
1
2
)()( )ˆ(10
1
i iUiU XX  0.2529 0.2020 0.3531 0.4865 
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The Mean Square Error (MSE) of the expected values of upper records, using 
Rayleigh distribution is minimum.  Thus, we can conclude that the Rayleigh 
distribution gives the best fit. 
It may be noted that only those parameter(s) value of the distributions are arbitrarily 
set which are involved in )(xh  while characterizing the distribution. 
 
___________________________________ 
*Part of the results of this chapter are contained in Noor et al. (2015) 
CHAPTER VII 
*CHARACTERIZATION OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
THROUGH GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS AND DUAL 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of characterization of distributions has attracted the interest of 
many researchers. The conditional expectation of order statistics are 
extensively used in characterizing probability distributions.  Khan and Abu-
Salih (1989) have characterized some general form of distributions through 
conditional expectation of function of order statistics, conditioned on adjacent 
order statistic.  Khan and Abouammoh (2000) extended the result of Khan and 
Abu-Salih (1989) when the conditioning may not be adjacent. Khan et al. 
(2006) established characterizing relationships for the distributions through 
generalized order statistics whereas Khan et al. (2007b) established 
characterizing results for order statistics when conditioning is on a pair of order 
statistics.   Further, Samuel (2008) characterized the distributions considered by 
Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) for the generalized order statistics.  Khan et al. 
(2010a) characterized several distributions through conditional expectation of 
function of dual generalized order statistics. 
For more detailed survey on characterization one may refer to Franco and Ruiz 
(1995, 1997), López-Blázquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), Wesolowski and 
Ahsanullah (1997), Dembińska and Wesolowski (1998, 2000), Keseling 
(1999), Wu and Ouyang (1996), Khan and Alzaid (2004), Khan and Athar 
(2004), Athar et al. (2003) and references therein. 
In this chapter, results of Samuel (2008) have been extended and several 
continuous distributions are characterized when conditioning is not on adjacent 
values.  Characterization theorems based on generalized order statistics and 
dual generalized order statistics are presented.  Further, some deductions for 
order statistics and record values are also discussed and several examples are 
listed. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
Theorem 2.1: Let X be a random variable with absolutely continuous df )(xF  
and pdf )(xf  over the support ),( βα  and )(xh  be a monotonic, continuous 
and differentiable function of ,x  then for ,1 nsl ≤<≤ 1, += rrl  
[ ] ,11)()(),,,(|)},,,({
1
1
| ∑
−
= +
+===
s
lj j
ls a
xhxgxkmnlXkmnsXhE
γ
     
                0≠a  and 01 ≠+jγ     (2.1) 
if and only if 
 ,)( )(xahexF −=  ,0≠a                     (2.2) 
where ,),,,( kmnrX  nr ,,2,1 =  is the thr −  gos and ).(1)( xFxF −=  
Proof:  To prove the necessary part, for ,1+≥ rs  
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Let  ,1 tu m =+  then we get 
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[cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 2007, pp-540, 905] 
and ),( baB  is the complete beta function. 
Therefore, 
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To prove the sufficiency part, let 
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    [ ] 1)()(| += rxFxg rs γ . 
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Differentiating both the sides with respect to x  and adjusting the terms, we get 
)]()([
)(1
)(
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|1|
|
1 xgxg
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rsrs
rs
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++γ
      [Khan et al., 2006] 
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implying that 
 .1)( )(xahexF −−=  
Remark 2.1: At 1+= rs and rl =  in (2.2), we have 
[ ]
1
11)(),,,(|)},,,1({
+
+==+
ra
xhxkmnrXkmnrXhE
γ
 
as obtained by Samuel (2008). 
Remark 2.2: For order statistics (at 0=m , 1=k ), characterization result is 
given by Khan and Abouammoh (2000) and Wu and Ouyang (1996). 
 ]|)([ :: xXXhE nrns = ∑
−
= −
+=
1 11)(
s
rj jna
xh  
Further, at ,1+= rs  we get 
 ]|)([ ::1 xXXhE nrnr =+  )(
1)(
rna
xh
−
+=  
as obtained by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989). 
Remark 2.3: Several well known distributions may be characterized using 
Theorem 2.1 with proper choice of a  and )(xh  as given in Table 6.3.1. 
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Theorem 2.2: Let X  be a random variable with absolutely continuous 
df )(xF  and pdf )(xf  over the support ),( βα  and )(xh  be a monotonic, 
continuous and differentiable function of ,x  then for ,1 nlr ≤<≤ ssl ,1−=  
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+===
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where 1)(log =− qF . 
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Differentiating both the sides with respect to y  and rearranging the terms, we 
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implying that 
 ,)]([1 )(1 xahm exF −+ =−  1−≠m  
and hence the (2.6). 
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Now to prove (2.7), we note that )(log xF− , βα << x  is a non-decreasing 
function in ,),0( ∞ therefore there exists a q such that 1)(log =− qF . 
Taking the limit as 1−→m  in the LHS of (2.8), we get. 
 )(
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or 
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Remark 2.4: For order statistics (at 1,0 == km ), characterization results 
based on linear regression were obtained by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), Khan 
and Abouammoh (2000) and for record values (at 1,1 =−= km ) by Franco and 
Ruiz (1997). 
Remark 2.5: Table III of Franco and Ruiz (1997) may be used to obtain more 
characterizing results based on Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.3: Let X  be a random variable with absolutely continuous 
df )(xF  and pdf )(xf  over the support ),( βα  and )(xh  be a monotonic, 
continuous and differentiable function of ,x  then for ,1 nsl ≤<≤ 1, += rrl  
[ ] ,11)()(),,,(|)},,,({
1
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+===
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lsdd a
xhxgxkmnlXkmnsXhE
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                   0≠a  and 01 ≠+jγ    (2.9) 
if and only if 
 ,)( )(xahexF −=  ,0≠a                                                            (2.10) 
where ,),,,( kmnrX d nr ,,2,1 =  is the thr −  dgos. 
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Proof:  Necessary part can be proved on the lines of Theorem 2.1. 
To prove the sufficiency part, let 
[ ]xkmnrXkmnsXhExg ddrs == ),,,(|)},,,({)(|  
Therefore, we have 
1
|1|
11)()(
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+ −=−
r
rsrs a
xgxg
γ
. 
Now, in view of Khan et al. (2010a), we get 
)(
)(
)( xha
xF
xf ′−= , 
implying that 
 .)( )(xahexF −=  
Hence the theorem. 
Remark 2.6: Several well known distributions may be characterized using 
Theorem 2.3 with proper choice of a  and )(xh  as given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Examples based on the ,)( )(xahexF −=  .0≠a  
Distribution )(xF  a  )(xh  
Inverse Weibull ,
νθ −− xe ∞<≤ x0 ; 0, >θν  θ  ν−x  
Burr Type II ( ) ,1 ν−−+ xe ∞<<∞− x ; 0>ν  ν  ( )xe−+1log  
Burr Type III ( ) ,1 ν−−+ cx ∞<≤ x0 ; 0, >νc  ν  ( )cx−+1log  
Burr Type IV ( )( ) ,1 /1 ν−−+ cxxc ;0 cx ≤≤ 0>ν  ν  ( )  + − cxxc
1
1log  
Burr Type V ( ) ,1 tan ν−−+ xce ;22 ππ ≤≤− x 0>ν  ν  ( )xce tan1log −+  
Burr Type VI ( ) νν −−+ xce sinh1 , 0; >∞<<∞− νx  ν  ( )xce sinh1log ν−+  
Burr Type VII ,)tanh1(2 νν x+− 0; >∞<<∞− νx  ν−  


 +
2
tanh1log x  
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Burr Type VIII 
ν
π





 − xe1tan2 , 0; >∞<<∞− νx  ν−  ( )xe12 tanlog −π  
Burr Type X ( )ν21 xe−− , 0;0 >∞<≤ νx  ν−   − −
2
1log xe  
Burr Type XI 
ν
π
π





 − xx 2sin
2
1
, 0;10 >≤≤ νx  ν−  ( )xx ππ 2sinlog 21−  
Cauchy x112
1 tan−+ π , ∞<<∞− x  1−  ( )x1121 tanlog −+ π  
Theorem 2.4: Under the conditions as stated in Theorem 2.2 and for 
,1 nlr ≤<≤  ssl ,1−=  
 ∑
−
=
+===
1
|
11)()(]),,,(|)},,,({[
l
rj
lrdd ja
yhygykmnlXkmnrXhE , 
                        0≠a  and 0≠j     (2.11) 
if and only if  
 ,)]([1 )(1 xahm exF −+ =−  1−≠m                                     (2.12) 
and 
 ,)()(expexp)( 










 −−=
δ
phxhxF  ,1−=m  ,01 ≠=
a
δ  ,py >              (2.13) 
where .1)(log =− pF  
Proof:  Theorem can be established on the lines of Theorem 2.2. 
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